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God’s Men is a novel of two men, both born of missionary families in China, who both 

dedicate their life to an ideal. The one seeks power and riches while the other seeks to feed the 

world so that no one would be hungry. Neither one is really interested in spiritual food as they 

both renounce the faith of their fathers. The story begins at the time of the Boxer Rebellion in 

China about the year 1900. At that time they are both boys, one the son of a prominent and well-

cared for missionary and the other the son of a poor missionary who must constantly seek help to 

feed his family. The wealthy missionary, Dr. Lane is able to send his family to the States just 

previous to the “Rebellion”, but the missionary family is killed with the exception of the only 

son. This son finds refuge in a Chinese home and later on makes his way to the sea where he 

secures work on a ship bound for America. 

While the wealthy son, William Lane is getting his college education, the other, Clem 

Miller, is working in a grocery store in Ohio. The one in college dedicates all his energy in 

learning how to acquire power and amass riches while the other spends every waking moment 

trying to perfect a plan whereby he can supply food to the hungry the world over. 

After college William Lane starts a newspaper organization and his success is 

sensational. He marries and has two sons. However, in all his success he feels the lack of some 

spiritual guidance. Eventually this lack drives him to divorce his wife so that he may marry 

another woman. Finally he finds a certain amount of solace in Roman Catholicism. 

On the other hand Clem Miller concerns himself with the primary needs of mankind. His 

philosophy is that food should be free, just as the air we breathe. He too marries, and ironically 

enough, he marries William Lane’s sister. Often during the course of the novel these two men are 

thrown together. Clem Miller pleads with his brother-in-law to make known to the people, thru 

the media of his newspaper, that whoever feeds the masses of Asia shall eventually rule the 

world. 

Thru out the entire novel the antithesis between the beliefs and philosophies of these two 

men is put in the foreground. They are never able to understand each other and inevitably they 

come to a clash. Both are driven by inherited consciences, both shaped by childhood in China, 

and they work out opposite destinies. The one becomes powerful, for power is what he craves, 

being a man who doubts himself. The other peruses a simple idea which makes him rich in spite 

of himself, and which he dreams of spreading to the whole world. Each goes back to China at a 

time which seems to him crucial. 

Apparently the Author would have the reader supply his own answer and make his own 

decision and answer according to our own view of man’s purpose. Actually neither of the main 

characters have the real answer to the ailments of our present-day turbulent world. God is not 

reckoned with and where God is not reckoned with there can be no solution. It is folly to say you 

can shape the destiny of the nations by feeding the belly or by the press. God’s, word says man 

cannot live by bread alone. And then when men or nations are stuffed with the fat of the land 

there can still be no real satisfaction because God is not praised and thanked and soon what man 

considers good, turns rancid and sour because man without God is a tool in the hands of the Evil 

One who breathes hatred against God constantly. As is so prevalent today the apparent purpose 

of the book is to teach and spread the theory that man is master of his fate and can shape for 



himself and all his posterity a glorious future if he will but use the proper tools. 

This is a lengthy novel, it sweeps from China to America to England and other major 

countries of the world. It spans a half century of colorful action ranging from the Boxer 

Rebellion of 1900 to the critical years of today. The Author brings warmth of feeling and the 

light of understanding to many characters. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Chiang Kai-shek, Churchill, 

Hitler and Mussolini all come to life and many theories are expounded in attempting to analyze 

these men and explain or understand what motivated their actions. 

No doubt but that this novel is in some ways the most searching yet written by the Nobel 

Prize winner. I think it is one of the major works of the Author. 
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